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IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DELTAWING TECHNOLOGIES INC. NAMES THE DILENSCHNEIDER
GROUP TO SUPPORT COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY
New York City-based communications and media relations professionals retained
to publicize corporate news
Braselton, Ga., April 8, 2014 – DeltaWing Technologies Inc. has retained The Dilenschneider
Group to help the Georgia-based company increase its share of voice in the multi-media
landscape on issues such as the company’s efforts to advance the future of the automobile
through application of DeltaWing Technologies’ advanced vehicle architecture, engineering and
materials solutions.
In addition, The Dilenschneider Group will assist DeltaWing with communications surrounding
the protection of the company’s intellectual property rights for DeltaWing race cars and roadgoing vehicles.
“I welcome The Dilenschneider Group to the team,” said Don Panoz, chairman of DeltaWing
Technologies Inc. “They’re expert communicators and their years of experience will be a great
asset as we continue to tout our vehicle development skills and expertise, and how we’ll change
tomorrow’s vehicles. I’m looking forward to sharing our news.”
“DeltaWing Technologies is a pioneer in automotive technologies. We are honored to be
working with a company that is making a difference in both auto racing and consumer driving,”
said Robert L. Dilenschneider, founder and principal of the Dilenschneider Group.
The Dilenschneider Group, Inc. (http://www.dilenschneider.com) provides to a limited and select
few access to the finest communications professionals in the world, with experience in fields
ranging from mergers and acquisitions and crisis communications to marketing, government
affairs and international media.
Advancing the Future of the Automobile
DeltaWing Technologies Inc. is a leading automotive technologies company committed to
helping automotive manufacturers deliver fuel efficient, green technologies that benefit everyday
drivers and commuters by increasing a vehicle’s fuel economy while reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.
The DeltaWing automobile architecture began as an IndyCar concept for the 2012 season and
evolved into a viable sports car endurance racing platform capable of competing at the top
levels of the sport. What is being proven on the race track can transfer to tomorrow’s road cars.
The revolutionary design focuses on reduced weight, increased powertrain efficiency,

decreased energy consumption, and improved aerodynamics. Regardless of the engine used,
the DeltaWing architecture can significantly increase fuel economy (ex. miles per gallon of
gasoline or diesel), resulting in up to 35 percent greater vehicle efficiency overall.
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DeltaWing Technologies Inc.is based in the North Metro-Atlanta community of Braselton and is a
leading automotive technologies company committed to helping automotive manufacturers advance the
future of the automobile anddeliver fuel efficient, green technologies that benefit everyday drivers and
commuters and reduce oil consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. DeltaWing Technologies Inc. is
part of a technology group that includes Élan Technologies, Élan Composites, DeltaWing Racing Cars,
and Panoz LLC.

